
We find what you’re looking for

Welcome to Belso Investigations Ltd
Providing affordable, 100% confidential private investigation services that are tailored to meet the
demands of your unique requirements.
 
Belso Investigations Ltd provides professional, discreet and ethical services. With 20 years of 
experience in investigations and intelligence gathering in the New Zealand Police, we leave no stone 
unturned.

Every case we undertake is treated with the utmost sensitivity. We appreciate that you are sharing
your most private and sensitive matters with us and therefore we guarantee our clients 100% 
confidentiality

 Why hire Belso Investigations?
   Professional Private Investigation Services
With 20 years of experience in the NZ Police, you can be safe in the knowledge that your case will
be treated with professionalism by an experienced investigator committed to delivering the results
 you require.  

   100% Confidential
Our discreet services guarantee absolute confidentiality when dealing with your case. We take extra
care with sensitive issues and private matters. 
 
    Reliable Investigations
Our tailored  private  investigation  services deliver results within an approved time-frame and your 
own personal set of objectives for your case. Our attention to detail will deliver a thorough
investigation with detailed reporting to ensure a full understanding of the results of your enquiry.  



About Us

 Darren Attwood

 Licensed by Ministry of Justice: Company License 17-047084, Individual License 17-047083. Darren Attwood is a member of the
 New Zealand Institute of Professional Investigators Inc

Darren was a member of the New Zealand Police for
20 years. He received the National Investigator of The
Year award in 2013, acknowledging the work and results 
he achieved in his field. This award is attributed to an 
investigator whose work goes above and beyond.

 His passion still remains in the investigative field to help
people find the answers they seek and uncover the truth. 
Darren’s attention to detail and determination to leave no
stone unturned has resulted in a very successful career 
as a senior detective in the Police.  Cases of a difficult or 
complex nature were often assigned to Darren due to his extensive knowledge, skills and experience. 

Darren is highly regarded by the Crown Solicitors office for his attention to detail and professionalism 
which has seen him obtain substantial sentences for some serious offending in both the District and 
High courts in Auckland. Darren has consistently been acknowledged in a formal manner by the Crown 
for his work on a multitude of sensitive and often problematic investigations.  

It is crucial that you trust those you work with no matter how big or small your investigation. Darren's 
years of experience in the NZ Police can let you feel safe in the knowledge that your case will be treated
with professionalism and complete discretion.  



Our Services

 Backed by years of experience helping private and corporate clients on a range of different issues, 
Belso Investigations offers a wide variety of different services which include:

Corporate and Business
Theft and fraud investigations, surveillance and monitoring, background checks, employee 
absenteeism, drug testing, document service, computer forensics

Private and Domestic
Family court investigation, domestic child/teenager enquires, identity theft, matrimonial investigations 
missing persons, serving documents, family and drug related investigations

Insurance
General insurance investigations including accident and medical, vehicle, property and fire, business 
insurance fraud. 

Surveillance
Vehicle tracking, monitoring and surveillance

Legal
Locating witnesses, obtaining statements, file review
 
Other Services

Services

To discuss how we can assist with an issue, feel free to contact us now in confidence. You can explain 
your case in as much detail as you have available to you and we’ll take care of the rest from that point 
onward. Then we will formulate a clear plan of action for your approval with an indication of how much 
you will expect to pay before we start working on the investigation.



A Credible Private Investigation Agency

Contact Us

Contact Us

 Phone: 
+64 274 829 544  Darren Attwood
+64 272 630 532  Tracy Attwood
Email:  Darren@belsoinvestigations.co.nz
 Mailing Address:  Po Box 65144 Mairangi Bay

Belso Investigations Ltd is an independently owned private company established by Darren Attwood
to offer help to individuals and organisations through highly professional and effective private 
investigation services.

Committed to delivering the results you need, we provide customised investigation services by taking
the time to sit down and discuss your requirements. At Belso Investigations, we focus on cost-effective, 
expert investigations and evidence gathering that will provide lasting resolutions and stand up to court 
scrutiny


